Where Samplers Rule
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THE ATTIC
April 2010

Issue No. Five

Margery Dean 1748 is in
our SOM spotlight for April.

I have chosen The Scarlet Letter’s reproduction of this
exquisite sampler as our April Sampler of the Month. It’s
one I’ve longed to stitch for many years, and this presents
the perfect opportunity for me to do that. I’m not
normally attracted to yellow, but I love the meandering
honeysuckle border and the brilliant yellow flowers and
the two cartouches AND the fact that there’s no alphabet.
Sometimes I tire of stitching it, even though I love the
beautiful letters that many samplers use. And it’s of a size
that I might be able to finish in this lifetime.
Marsha Parker of The Scarlet Letter says that “Once the
design has been completed, the entire background is filled
in with cross stitch.” Not! Margery obviously didn’t have
access to the beautiful hand-dyed linens that we are so
fortunate to have today, or she wouldn’t have completed
that painstakingly long task. If you are a purist and want
to stitch it like Margery’s, let us know and we will include
the ecru silk with your order.
As our Sampler of the Month, you may save 15% on
your purchase of the following during all of April:
• chart ($10) + Lakeside linen (40c w/2-inch margins ($15)
• chart ($10) + “Mixed” silks ($90.25 for AVAS +
Florimell)
• chart ($10 + all AVAS silks ($67.50)
My start is pictured below, as well as the silks that I’m
using.

This mid 18th Century English sampler
features a symmetrical honeysuckle border in
beautiful golden shades that shine even
brighter when stitched with the very luscious
Au Ver A’Soie’s Soie d’Alger and six shades of
the new Filamell from Gloriana.

www.atticneedlework.com

Merry Cox
coming in
November.
Details inside
on pages 4-5.

Porttitor mollis im perdiet libero
senec tus pulvinar. Etiam molestie
mauris ligula eget laoreet.
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With the hiatus in newsletter publications, February’s beautiful
Sampler of the Month, Threads Through Time’s “Ann Rayner”
simply didn’t get its time in the spotlight, so your opportunity to
save 15% on your purchase of this chart, linen and silk to stitch it
has been extended for another month. Below, my feeble start with
the gorgeous Belle Soie and Lakeside vintage linen. Right, Tanya’s
beautiful finish on 40c vintage Lakeside Linen with NPI silk is a real
inspiration to me ~ the fun motifs look like such a fun stitch.

Samplers by Rebecca Scott, one of Britain’s leading experts

Speaking of Threads Through Time, if you’re a sampler lover, and
you no doubt are if you’re a subscriber to this newsletter, Nancy is
writing a very interesting blog on samplers where she discusses her
antique samplers, samplers she has reproduced, and projects she has
stitched throughout her life: http://nsturgeon.blogspot.com/

New from Barb & Alma/Blackbird Designs, “Threads of
Time 2011 Engagement Calendar.” Our shipment should arrive
sometime next week. Reserve yours now for $19.95.

on the subject, provides a detailed social history of samplers and
their various roles in women’s lives since the 17th Century. This
soft-cover comprehensive publication is a bargain at $19.95 and
will one day become a classic, I’m sure. This is a book that belongs
in every sampler lover’s library. Below are the front and back
covers. The front cover’s sampler by Mary Hope resembles several
others in its use of several very distinctive motifs, including the
center “fan light” carnation and the magnificent bird. One of this
genre is available from The Scarlet Letter today, and it is
“Rebecca Cullin 1801.” Watch for it as a future Sampler of the
Month choice because it’s another one I’ve been longing to stitch
for years.
http://scarlet-letter.com/rsdescr/19thengl/cullinr.htm
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More of What’s New in the Shop
From A Mon Ami Pierre

Above, “Les timbres de Perrette” ($16)

Above, “Un Coeur Au Printemps” or “A Heart
in Spring” ($13) and below, “Pochette mouchoir
de la brodeuse” or “Embroidered handkerchief
pocket” ($19). What a beautiful use of roses
and lace!

Above, “Quaker et pendentif ” or
“Quaker pendant” ($13), and the
tiny brass frame is included. 40c
over one is required to fit either of
the ladies in the frame.
Below,
“Arbre aux oiseaux positif ” or
“Tree of Birds Positive” ($13)

“Persanne” ($11)

Above and left,
“Heritage de
Lettres” ($17),
equally beautiful
monochromatically
or in glorious
colors.
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Merry Cox Workshops at The Attic November 2010

“A Colonial Sewing Set”

We are thrilled that Merry Cox will again be with us in
November for three separate workshops featuring her most Friday night, Nov 12, 6 - 9 PM
unique projects and designs that incorporate her fabulous This charming set consists of a paper-mache wallpaper tray with
finishing techniques
attached pocket and a cherry wood pincushion. The pocket and the
pincushion each feature a lovely basket of flowers using many different
The Dobson Ranch Inn here in Mesa will again be the stitches. The pocket also features a small sampler alphabet with flame
site for our weekend events.
When making your stitch on each side of the basket design. Silk ribbon loops on the
reservations, be sure to ask for the Attic Needlework group pincushion allow the top to pull off and inside is the perfect place to
rate of $75 for a single/double Their toll-free number is house a thimble. It is lined in the same beautiful silk as the pocket. The
cherry wood pincushion is a reproduction of an antique pincushion in
1.800.528.1356. http://www.dobsonranchinn.com/
Merry’s collection and is made exclusively for her along with a
Registration for two of the three workshops is limited matching 3” wood ruler.
because of the limited number of accessory pieces that
“make” these projects.
All supplies for stitching and finishing are included in this kit except the
scissors. Stitches used in this project are Tent Stitch ‘over one’, Cross
Each workshop fee includes a meal.
Friday night’s Stitch ‘over one’, Smyrna Cross Stitch, Detached Chain, Closed
workshop will be preceded by a light supper with Herringbone, Small Diagonal Rococo, Rococo Stitch and Nun Stitch.
refreshments in the Pergola Room starting at 5 PM, and on Stitched on 32-count linen with silk threads and hand-dyed floss. Kit
Saturday and Sunday lunch will be served outside on the includes paper-mache wallpaper tray (7” x 5 ½”), cherry wood
pincushion and ruler, silk fabric and ribbon.
patio, weather permitting., at 12 Noon.
Your registration fee for any of the workshops also includes Workshop Fee: $170
a reception at the shop on Saturday evening beginning
around 5 PM with food and refreshments.
Registration Limited

Deposit: $120

All workshop projects may be prestitched if you wish.
Prestitching kits will be available beginning in June. The
workshop deposit must be paid in full before a
prestitching kit will be issued.
The project finishing
materials will be distributed at the time of the actual
workshop. The workshop balance is due on September 1.
No refunds are available once a prestitching kit has been
issued.
If you have preregistered for the weekend, please
understand that we need to hear from you again as soon as
possible to record your registration for the specific
workshop(s).
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“Petite Treasures”
Saturday, Nov 13, 9 - 4 PM

Several years ago while antiquing I found a child’s or
miniature cutlery tray from about the turn of the century,
late 1800’s. I handed this wonderful petite tray over to the
extraordinarily talented carpenter who makes my wooden
thread holders, thread winders, pincushion box and the
lovely Diminutive carrier. He has reproduced the tray
exclusively for me to the exact precision of the original. I
chose walnut for the wood and it is indeed a treasure to be
filled with more treasures.
The petite tray measures
approximately 4” x 3”.
Included in this special set is a needlebook, a pinkeep, a
scissors holder, a silk button/thimble bag and a mini walnut
ruler with a stitched decorative fob. When all the accessories
are placed in the tray, which is lined on the bottom, it can
then be slipped inside the beautiful silk bag with decorative
stitched pulls.
All supplies for stitching and finishing are included in this kit
except for the scissors. Stitches used in this project are
Feather Stitch, half Buttonhole Wheel, Cross Stitch ‘over
one’, Smyrna Cross Stitch and Nun Stitch. Stitched on 32count linen with silk threads. Kit includes walnut tray,
walnut mini ruler, vintage buttons, vintage pins, silk fabric
and beads.
Workshop Fee: $250
Deposit: $200
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“A French Bonbon Box”
SEWING BOX WITH SEWING CASE

Sunday, Nov 14, 9 - 4 PM

This project was inspired by an antique French lithograph bonbon
box from the 1890’s. Since chocolate was a very expensive luxury,
presentation was very important. Because of its beauty, the bonbon
box would be cherished and saved to be used for other purposes
such as a sewing box.
In addition to making this lovely sewing box, stitched on all four
sides, you will make a beautiful silk lined sewing case which is
housed inside the box.
The bonbon box has very unique construction including covering
the wood base with decorative paper which also lines the box. The
sewing case has a needlebook and mattress type pincushion attached
to one side and the other side has a place for scissors and a pencil. A
scrimshaw ‘aide memoire’ has a special place in the spine area of
the case. Case measures 3” x 3 ½” when closed.
All supplies for stitching and finishing are included in this kit except
for the scissors. Stitches used in this project are Tent Stitch ‘over
one’, Rococo Stitch, Stem Stitch and Split Stitch. Stitched on 32count linen with silk threads.
Kit includes scrimshaw ‘aide
memoire’, buttons, silk fabric and ribbon.
Workshop Fee: $230

Deposit: $180

Registration Limited.
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April at The Attic
Attic Addict April Discounts
If you hold membership in our Attic Addicts
group, you will save 15% on your purchase of
the following during all of April:
• All Scarlet Letter charts and kits
• Special cuts of hand-dyed linens
• Au Ver A’Soie and Gloriana silks
Saturday, April 3, Beginning
Linen, 10:30 - 12:30 PM It's the
first Saturday of the month and that
means it’s an opportunity for you to
perfect your needlework skills in this
class with Linda. The beautiful
geranium bookmark is the class
project , with the classic book "Linen
Stitches" as the text. You will learn
basic techniques and a wonderful
edge finishing stitch, the nun's stitch,
as well as stitching with overdyed
threads and many tips and
techniques from Linda's vast
needlework experience.
Fee $30
(includes book)
Saturday, April 10, April’s Saturday Stitch-In
and Potluck It’s been several months since we
had a Saturday get-together, and I hope this isn’t
too last minute for your calendars. Bring your
current project(s) and a food treat to share if you’d
like. We open at 10, so any time after that join us
in the classroom. No fee.
Sunday, April 18, 1 -4 PM, Sampler Sunday
You will want to be with us for a very special time.
Our Vickie will give you a preview of her SANQ
article on cows in samplers that will appear in the
Summer issue of our favorite needlework
magazine. Please call to register. Fee: $10
Saturday, April 24, 10 - 12 PM, Hawk Run
Hollow Stitch-Along.
Even prior to Kathy
Barrick’s announcement, I’d wanted to do this so
that I could make some progress on these fabulous
samplers that I’ve started. So if you, too, have a
“Hawk Run Hollow” piece in progress, plan to join
us and spend a couple hours on your piece. Please
call to register. Fee: $5.
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More New in the Shop
Right, Pam Schmidt/The Prairie
Sampler’s“The Willow Tree Sampler
Hornbook” ($33) design is stitched over 1.
Chartpack includes both the hornbook and
the 25c linen. Very limited quantities. Don’t
miss out on this adorable set.

Left, black mesh accessory bags in two sizes, (large,
$26 ~ small, $20)finished with charming alphabet
fabrics. Some available in matching sets.
Below, an adorable all-inclusive kit ($24) from
Judy Whitman/JBW Designs. Please specify
your first and second choices for the enamel mug
color: soft blue, yellow, or pink.
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IMAGES FROM THE PAST MONTH

Junipine 2010 The group minus one ~ 50-year friends Elayne + Renee, who have come to many Junipine retreats together ~ Paula’s retreat treats, a
wonderful mix of sweet and sour and Belgian chocolate cheesecake (it’s all about the food) weather-permitting stitching on the patio ~ some retreat
projects: Amy’s “Witch Shoes” ($4) Rhonda’s “I Will Give you 5 Hearts” ($14) Sharon’s “Pewter Letters” ($10) Barbara’s “Summer Sampler” ($14)
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In the “Healing Garden” the last afternoon we spent at Mercy Gilbert Hospital

The sign that’s outside each room at Mercy
Gilbert Hospital, recipient of several awards as
one of the nation’s top healing hospitals. How
fortunate we were to have their incredible staff be
a part of our healing journey!

The harpist who seemingly
miraculously appeared one afternoon
in the hallway right outside John’s
room, playing the most beautiful and
soothing music. John quipped, “Better
that than fumes from the brimstone.”
We all love the cute little lamb, Zelma, especially Mya!
We are home, finally, where John is recovering exponentially each day. Mya and Tucker still
don’t quite understand why their favorite human can’t have them as lap cats, so they’ve taken to
sitting on the window sill watching the backyard birds and enjoying the orange-blossom breeze.
There are no words . . . your prayers, e-mails, cards, loving thoughts, and your stories of surviving with colon cancer brought immeasurable comfort
to both John and me during this past month. We know that some of you are currently dealing with serious health challenges yourself or with your
loved ones, and we hope that you, too, have the loving comfort that we have found so supportive . My staff ’s Herculean efforts in filling the gap
allowed me to be at home with John, and for that we are both most grateful. I have truly enjoyed spoiling him, seeing to his six-small-meals-a-day
regimen, and driving Mr. Daisy. I am also very grateful to all of you who have been most patient while you have waited for your order. I am slowly
returning to my responsibilities at the shop, but in my “new life,” it is my goal to keep my focus on what I have learned is truly important in my life.
This has been a life-changing experience for both of us, something I’m told is not unusual when your life pass before your eyes. Thank you, all.
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SOME IMAGES FROM THE ATTIC

Clockwise, top, Midsummer Night
Designs’ “Halloween” ($8) stitched on
40c V. Autumn Gold with Belle Soie,
frame by Priscilla’s Pocket ($84) ~
Lizzie Kate’s “Cat Lessons for
People” ($8) on 40c w/Belle Soie ~ lower
right, Michael Powell’s “Wedding
Sampler” ~lower left, special New Zealand
visitors, on the left, Sherelyn Whiteman
(owner of the Heirlooms shop located in
Napier, NZ), and her daughter, Melissa,
second from the right, next to Sandie
Vanosdall of The Sweetheart Tree ~
left, Country Stitches’ “Sewing Bird
Pinkeep” ($9) on a vintage oil can ($16)
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